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             Discover PlayStation Plus
 

             Play hundreds of incredible PS5, PS4 and classic PlayStation games, and discover epic adventures, unique indies, family favourites, and everything in between.
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                PlayStation Plus Premium

                Enjoy all the PlayStation Plus benefits from the Extra and Essential plans, plus exclusive benefits like game trials, cloud streaming, and the Classics Catalogue.
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                Download and play hundreds of PS5 and PS4 games from the Game Catalog, on top of all benefits from PlayStation Plus Essential.
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                PlayStation Plus Essential

                New games to play each month, online multiplayer, exclusive PS Store discounts and more, available with all three PlayStation Plus membership plans.
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    Feel a New Real



        Immerse yourself in epic worlds that go beyond reality, with the groundbreaking PlayStation VR2 headset and PlayStation VR2 Sense controller
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ON PLAYSTATION



        Check out this month's biggest releases along with dedicated features, guides and more.
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            New releases

        

        Check out the month's biggest new titles, including Stellar Blade.
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            PlayStation Indies

        

        Discover this month's most innovative and unique indie releases, including Harold Halibut.
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            Latest updates

        

        Keep up to date with some of month's the biggest new events, including Fortnite's Myths and Mortals update. 
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  PlayStation official licensed apparel and merchandise

  Browse the PlayStation Gear store for official accessories, collectibles, clothing and more
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                                Getting started in Destiny 2: Into The Light, live today for all Guardians

                                
                                    Destiny 2: Into the Light starts today, and in case it wasn’t apparent during the multiple livestreams last month, it’s a great time to be a Destiny 2 fan. In fact, there’s so much in today’s release that this article is only going to focus on aspects that might appeal to three different types of […]
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                                    Richard Barrick

                                    Editorial Manager, Bungie

                                    Apr 09, 2024
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                                Beat Saber releases first-ever Hip Hop Mixtape, out today

                                
                                    Beat Saber is not stopping! Hip Hop has long been one of the most requested music genres and the least represented within the game, but the wait is over: the Hip Hop Mixtape is out now on Beat Saber for PS VR2 and PS VR. The track list includes some of the biggest names in […]
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                                    Michaela Dvorak

                                    Product Marketing Lead, Beat Games

                                    Apr 09, 2024
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                                Stellar Blade interview: creating stylish sci-fi action in a post-apocalyptic world

                                
                                    Stellar Blade launches in just a few short weeks on PS5. You may have already sampled the action adventure firsthand by way of the recently released demo in which Eve, a member of the 7th Airborne Squad, is sent to a desolated Earth on a mission to reclaim the planet from the mysterious, malevolent Naytiba […]
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                                    PlayStation.Blog Japan

                                    Apr 08, 2024
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                                MLB The Show 24 Season 1 adds new Storylines, awards, packs, and more

                                
                                    Major League Baseball’s 2024 season has begun, and MLB The Show 24 is bringing you more content to live out your baseball dreams. The award-winning Storylines mode* transports you into baseball’s past, allowing you to relive iconic moments with unsung heroes of the diamond. Experience career-defining moments through a combination of immersive gameplay and visual […]
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                                    Steve Peer

                                    Sr. Project Manager, San Diego Studio

                                    Apr 05, 2024
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                                Share of the Week: Rise of the Ronin – Weapons and Armor

                                
                                    Last week, we asked you to showcase the best weapons and armor Rise of the Ronin has to offer using #PSshare #PSBlog. Here are this week’s highlights: Call_me_xavii shares a ronin in full samurai armor gill_mackay shares a ronin with a bladed pole standing in front of a fire _alexMadeira shares a ronin drawing […]
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                                    O'Dell Harmon Jr.

                                    Content Communication Specialist, Sony Interactive Entertainment

                                    Apr 05, 2024
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                                Helldivers 2 gets an explosive new Warbond on April 11

                                
                                    Noble patriots of Super Earth, the time for stealth is over. A new Helldivers 2 Premium Warbond has been deployed to all fighting units on frontlines across the galaxy on April 11. Codename…. Democratic Detonation. This concoction of chaos is packed with explosive weapons, fierce armour, super-slick capes and sweet emotes. So let loose and […]
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                                    Katherine Baskin

                                    Social Media and Community Manager, Arrowhead Game Studios

                                    Apr 04, 2024
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                                The 5 top-played games on Ubisoft+ Classics

                                
                                    Ubisoft+ Classics is a curated catalog of Ubisoft games for players to explore, inviting them on adventures to explore the ancient worlds of England, Greece, and Egypt; test their tactical prowess; race across the wilderness; and more. With a library of over 50 standard edition titles, Ubisoft+ Classics adds new content monthly. Subscribers can expect […]
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                                    Writer/Editor, Ubisoft

                                    Apr 04, 2024
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                                Gran Turismo World Series 2024 begins with online qualifiers April 17

                                
                                    Attention Gran Turismo drivers! We’re excited to announce details of the Gran Turismo World Series 2024. Gear up and get ready for another nail-biting season as we start a new format – The Nations Cup and Manufacturers Cup will feature six rounds of Online Qualifiers each.* The best players will progress to four live rounds […]
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                                    Sr Product Manager, SIE

                                    Apr 04, 2024
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                                Foamstars new season Mysterious Swing begins on April 12

                                
                                    Foamstars Producer Kosuke Okatani here. I hope that everyone is enjoying the Foamstars Groovy Disco season. I’d like to share details regarding the new season Mysterious Swing which begins from Friday April 12. New Foamstar – Chloe Noir Mysterious Swing will feature the new Foamstar Chloe Noir. Chloe Noir is a Foamstar who combines a […]
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                                    Producer, Square Enix

                                    Apr 04, 2024
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                                Tales of Kenzera: Zau releases Day 1 into the PlayStation Plus Game Catalog on April 23

                                
                                    Eventually, we all will contend with grief. It can come in many forms and from many different sources. Surgent Studios’ (founded by Abubakar Salim) debut game, Tales of Kenzera: Zau, is a 2.5D story-driven, action-exploration game all about facing those emotions and discovering how love gives us the courage to press on after a devastating […]
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                                    Joe Richardson

                                    Community Manager, EA

                                    Apr 02, 2024
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                    Great PS5 and PS4 games available now
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                    Horizon Forbidden West™

                    
                        Explore distant lands, fight bigger and more awe-inspiring machines, and encounter astonishing new tribes as you return to the far-future, post-apocalyptic world of Horizon. 
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                    Gran Turismo 7

                    
                        Whether you’re a competitive or casual racer, collector, tuner, livery designer or photographer – find your line with a staggering collection of game modes including fan-favourites like GT Campaign, Arcade and Driving School.
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                    Marvel's Spider Man Miles Morales

                    
                        Experience the rise of Miles Morales as the new hero masters incredible, explosive new powers to become his own Spider-Man.
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                    Ratchet & Clank™: Rift Apart

                    
                        Blast your way through an interdimensional adventure with Ratchet and Clank. Go dimension-hopping as they take on an evil emperor from another reality.
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                    UNCHARTED™: Legacy of Thieves Collection

                    
                        Play as Nathan Drake and Chloe Frazer in their own standalone adventures as they are forced to confront their pasts and forge their own legacies.
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                    Returnal™

                    
                        Break the cycle of chaos on an always-changing alien planet in this acclaimed third-person roguelike shooter from Housemarque.
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                    Ghost of Tsushima™ Director's Cut

                    
                        Forge a new path and wage an unconventional war for the freedom of Tsushima in this expanded version of the open-world action-adventure from Sucker Punch Productions.
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                    Death Stranding™ Director's Cut

                    
                        As Sam Bridges, your mission is to deliver hope to humanity by connecting the last survivors of a decimated America in this genre-defying experience from legendary game creator Hideo Kojima.
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                    Demon's Souls™

                    
                        Entirely rebuilt from the ground up, experience the unsettling story and ruthless combat of Demon’s Souls.
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